New Devices for Many

Electric Hair Dryer
- THE pistol-grip hair dryer is quite familiar; but here is one made mounted on a pedestal, so that the user can set it down and bask cosily in a warm breeze, or pick it up for a final application. It gives a gentle draft, so that it will not disturb the adjustment of the hair. It is very inexpensive, and finished in ivory, green and black.

Cigarette Server
- A NEAT and compact little desk unit is this container for cigarettes. Its base may be had in brass; its base is molded in red and black bakelite, giving a modernistic but unobtrusive effect. The lighter operates only when the container is tipped, as shown, to an angle of 45 degrees, and draws no current at other times. The heating unit is renewable, all other parts being everlasting. Its price is low.

Window-Type Fan
- You can put it anywhere. This home utility does not merely stir up the air, but draws it out in a gentle, steady stream, removing odors and devitalized air. The adjustable screen permits it to be inserted in any window frame, excluding insects. It is light and portable. Finished in crinkle-green; the 8" fan, which mounts on the outside, is finished in aluminum.

Pie Pan and Sealer
- Keeps juice and flavor in. Pie. When juicy as they should be, have a habit of overflowing. Mother had very ingenious methods of crimping hers, and confining their ambitions; but there was occasionally an odor of burnt sugar from the oven. This pie tin carries a sealer which fits down firmly over the junction of the crusts and clamps to the pan; preventing accidents, preserving flavor, and keeping the shape of the pie.

Shoe Polishing Kit
- Everything goes in neatly. This compact and very ingenious outfit uses the box itself as the brush handle. Made especially for purposes of premium distribution, these openers will not break the bottle crown. They are rust-proofed.

Bottle Cap Remover
- One of the problems that always intrigues inventors is the perfect cap for collapsible tubes. A great many ideas are patented yearly. However, the cost is prohibitive in most models. The very efficient cap shown here is molded in black bakelite, into which the end is extruded; so that the cap can never come off. The tube is hermetically sealed until punctured for use, as shown. The seal obtained by half a turn is tight; and a lug prevents turning too far.

Paste-Tube Seal
- The cap can't be lost; closes tube airtight. Bottle Cap Remover screwed on to wall or table showing how cap is removed. For the popular beverages.